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INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, Desoer, Sandberg, Chen, Wu et al. [4-6, 10, 12, 13] 
reported several interesting results on the question of L~ stability of a very 
general class of linear and a class of weakly nonlinear feedback control 
systems. Some partial results on L~ stability of feedback control systems with 
Volterra series in forward path were also reported by the author [1, 2]. 
In this paper, we are interested in the question of L~ and Orlicz stability of a 
class of strongly nonlinear-timevarying-feedback control systems having the 
representation 
x = u --  aAx t 
y Ax  t T, 
where u is the input, y is the output, x is the error, h is the feedback gain, and 
Ax is defined by 
t 
(n~)(t) = (Kfx)(t) = J K(t,-~)f(% x(~))d'r (1.1) 
d 0 
with t ~ R 0 = [0, oo). For convenience, no distinction will be made between 
the operators K andf  and their corresponding functions. 
It is assumed in this paper that (i) the Kernel K(t, T) is a measurable 
function on the triangle 0 ~< z ~< t < oo and (ii) the function f ( t ,  u) is 
measurable in t on R o for each fixed u ~ R = (--0% -b oo) and continuous 
in u on R for almost all t c R o (Carath6odory condition 8, pp. 20). 
It is not assumed that f  satisfies a Lipschitz condition (global) in the variable 
u (Chen [4, pp. 192]) which is considered to be very restrictive in many 
practical situations. 
* This work was supported in part by the National Research Council of Canada 
under Grant No. A-7109. 
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Sufficient conditions for L~ stability of the system T are presented through 
Lemma 1 and Propositions 1, 2. In Corollary 1, certain smoothness properties 
of the solution is investigated. 
Similar results are presented for Orlicz stability of the system T in Lemma 2 
and Propositions 3, 4. 
2. L,(p ~ 1) STABILITY OF THE SYSTEM T 
For the proof of the L~ (p >~ 1) stability of the system T, we need the 
following: 
LEMMA 1. Suppose there exist real numbers ~ >/ 1, P2 ~ 1 and fi >/0 
and a scalar valued nonnegative measurable function g(t) EL~2(Ro) so that for 
almost all t~R o and all u~R = ( - -~,  +or) If(t,u)l <~g(t) +fi[ uI ~. 
Then for Pl = c~p~ , the operator f maps L~a(Ro) into L~(Ro) and is continuous 
and bounded. 
Proof. The first assertion of the lemma follows from the inequality 
[[.fx[]~ 2 ~<ltgll~+/~(llxll~y for every x~L2o~(Ro) which implies that 
f:L~(Ro)-+L~2(R0). This in turn implies continuity (Krasnoselskii [8, 
Theorem 2.1, pp. 22]). Boundedness follows from the above inequality. This 
completes the proof of the lemma. 
With the help of this lemma we can prove the following result, for which 
we need 
DEFINITION 1. An operator d mapping a Banach space B~ into a Banach 
space B 2 is said to be completely continuous on S C B 1 if it is continuous 
on S and AS is a compact subset of B e (whenever S is bounded). 
PROPOSITION 1. I f  the kernel K(t,-c) is measurable on the triangle 
0 ~ ~" ~ t < oo and satisfies the property that 
J~(t)--~ (f~o ]K(t, ~-)]q2 dT) l/q2~Z~l(]~O) 
(where p~-i + q~l = 1) and f satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 1, then the 
operator A A K f  maps L~I(Ro) into itself and that it is completely continuous on 
L~I(Ro). 
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Proof. The first part of the proposition follows from 
f :  L~(Ro) --~ L,2(Ro) (Lemma 1) and the inequality 
the fact that 
(2.1) 
for all x ~ L~I(Ro). Thus the operator A maps L~(Ro) into itself. 
For the proof of complete continuity we must prove that A is continuous 
(on L~I(Ro) and compact (i.e., maps every bounded set in L~,(Ro) into a 
compact set in L~,(Ro) ). The continuity of the operator A follows from that 
of the operator f and the inequality [] Ax - -  Ay 1]~ ~ [] R l]@fx - -  fy ]1~. It 
remains to prove the compactness. Let D 1 CL~(Ro) be bounded. Since by 
Lemma 1, f:L~(Ro)--~L~2(Ro) is bounded sup~D~[[fx!I ~ d 1 for some 
0 ~ d 1 < oo. Define D 2 = {z =fx  : x ~ D~}. Clearly, D 2 CL~2(R0) is bounded 
and since, for P2 > 1, L~2 is a reflexive Banach space, De is weakly compact. 
I f  pe = 1, then we may assume that the operator f satisfies the additional 
property that for every e > 0, there exists a 8 > 0 such that 
f I f ( t ,x(t ) ) f  ~dt <e for all xeD1,  
E 
whenever the Lebesgue measure of the set E C R o is less than 8. Under this 
situation, D 2 is a weakly (sequentially) compact subset of L%(Ro) = LI(Ro) 
(Dunford [7, Theorem 9, pp. 292]). Thus we may assume that D e is weakly 
sequentially compact. Now let {zn = fx~, xn ~ D1} C D 2 be any sequence. 
It is clear that, for almost every t e R o , 
t 
y~(t) = f K(t, r)zn(r) dr 
0 
t 
A f Kt(r)z~(r) dr 
o 
(2.2) 
is defined. Further, it follows from the assumptions on K that for almost every 
t ~ R o Kt(r) ~L%[O, t). Therefore, since D 2 is weakly (sequentially) compact, 
there is a subsequence {z~} (m = nl, n2 ,...) of {z~} and z o ~L,~(Ro) so that, 
for almost all t ~ R 0 , 
t 
y,,(t) A f Kt(r)z~(r) dr --~ f Kt(r)Zo(r ) dr A yo(t). (2.3) 
o o 
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Therefore, lim . . . .  (ym(t)--yo(t)) = 0 almost everywhere on R o and, 
consequently, 
lim I y.~(t) --  yo(t)f  * = 0, a.e. on R o . (2.4) 
?tz-+¢o 
Further, 
[ y~(t) --  yo(t)] ~ R(t) (4 + [I z0 i[~) (2.5) 
uniformly with respect to m and for alnmst all t ~ R 0 . By hypothesis, 
I~2 ~L~I(Ro) and, therefore, {y,~ -- Y0} ~L~(Ro). 
The function on the right side of the inequality (2.5) provides the 
dmninating function required for the well-known Lebesgue dominated 
convergence theorem to hold. Therefore, by application of this theorem 
we have 
lim f lye(t) --  yo(t)f ~ dt = ~ l lim lye(t) -- yo(t)f t dt = O. (2.6) 
m~c¢ JRO JRo qT~-~o~ 
Thus y,, -~ Y0 in the strong topology of L~I(Ro), and it follows from the 
equality Yo = Yo --  Ym + Y~ and the uniform boundedness of the sequence 
{zm}CL~ and, consequently, that of {y~}CL~ that yo~L~(Ro). Thus 
AD 1 CL~ is compact, whenever D~ CL~ is bounded. This completes the 
proof. Using Lemma 1 and Proposition 1, we prove the following 
PROPOSITION 2. For an arbitrary but fixed r ~ (0, oo), suppose the ball 
S, = {x eL~I(Ro) :11. I1~ <~ r} is given and let supers ~ [j Ax IE~, = a(r). 
Suppose the feedback gain A, of the system T satisfying the hypotheses of the 
Lemma 1 and Proposition 1, is such that O(r) ~ r -- [ 1 [a(r) > 0. 
Then, for every positive 0 < O(r) and for any u* ~ So C£~(Ro), the system T
has at least one solution x* ~ S~ CL~,(Ro) and that the output y* eL~l(Ro); 
and the system T is locally stable in the L~-sense. 
Proof. Since the operator A : L~I(Ro) --~ L;I(Ro) is completely continuous 
(Proposition 1), the number a(r) < oo for every finite r > 0. Consequently, 
for every u* ~ So, 0 < O(r), the operator B(u*, ") defined on L~I(Ro) by 
B(u*, x )= u* - -hAx  has the property that [[B(u*, x)]]~, < r for all 
x~ S~CL~(Ro). Thus for every u*~ S o 0 < O(r), the operator B(u*, ") 
maps the ball S~ CL~(R0) into a subset of S r . 
Since A is a completely continuous operator (Proposition 1) acting within 
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L~(Ro) , for every u* • So(r) CL~I(Ro), the operator B(u*, ") is also completely 
continuous. Thus by Schauder fixed-point principle (Krasnoselskii and 
Rutickii [9, pp. 209]) there is at least one solution x* • S~ of the system T and, 
consequently, the output y* 6L~I(Ro) , and the system T is locally stable in 
the L~-sense. This completes the proof. 
Suppose the linear operator K in the forward path of the system T has the 
representation (Bendat, [3, pp. 13]) 
t 
(K°v)(t) = f K°(t, t -- r)v('r) dr, (2.7) 
0 
and let us denote this modified system by T'. I f  for almost all ~ e R 0 , the 
Kernel K ° (of the system T') as a function of t ~ r />  0 and the input 
u •L~(Ro) satisfy certain smoothness properties, then the solution x* and, 
consequently, the output y* of the system T'  satisfy similar smoothness 
conditions. This is discussed in the following 
COROLLARY 1. For the system T', suppose 
(;o 4 
and is bounded uniformly on R o and that f satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 1 
with 1 < pz ~ or. Let Sr C L~I(Ro) be as defined in Proposition 2 and define 
X o = {x eL~l(Ro) : lim,_~® x(t) exists and limt_~ I x(t)] = 0]. Then, if the 
input u* • So(r) n X o (where O(r ) is as defined in Proposition 2) the corresponding 
solution Xo* • Sr n X o and the output Yo* e X o . 
Proof. Since all the hypothesis of Lemma t, and Propositions 1, 2 are 
satisfied the system T'  has a solution Xo* • Sr • By hypothesis, u* e So(~) n Xo, 
and since Xo* = u* --  AAxo* = u* --  Ayo* , it is enough to show that 
Yo* = Axo* • Xo. Since Xo* • S¢. and, for all t • Ro, K,°( ~) A KO(t, ~) eLq2[0 ' t) 
and/~°(t) • L~(Ro) for every E > 0, there exists a T o = To(E ) • R o such that, 
for all t > To, 
f I K,°(~)l °" d~ ~< d~, 
To 
F I f(~, Xo*(~))7 ~d~ ~ d~. 
To 
(2.8) 
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Therefore, by Holder's inequality and the estimates (2.8) we have, for all 
t >2T0,  
[yo*(t)l = | Kt°(t -- -r)f(-r, Xo*(r)) dr 
# 
,d o 
i(fi__To tKt°(~)[ q' d,)I/q. (f~o ]f(~' XO*('))I "°" d,)i/.. 
-j-(fi-T° [ Kt°(,)lq.d,) l/q' (f~To]f(,.Xo*(,))]" d,)I/" 1 
~M(t), (2.9) 
where 
'J[(') = (f:O If(" XO*(~))[" d')1/"-7 (fl -tO ' Kt°(')] q' d~) I/q2 
is finite for all t > 2T o . Since E > 0 is arbitrary, Yo* ~ Xo and, consequently, 
x0* c X 0 also. This completes the proof of the corollary. 
Remark. It appears from the above results that nonlinearities tronger 
than power-nonlinearity can not be handled by use of L~ spaces. This 
limitation, however, can be overcome to a large extent by use of appropriate 
Orlicz Spaces. For detailed properties of Orlicz spaces, the reader is referred 
to (Zaanen [14, pp. 78]), and (Krasnoselskii and Rutickii [9]). 
3. ORLICZ STABILITY OF THE SYSTEM T 
For simplicity, we shall consider the Orlicz spaces LM, and LM~, so that 
M 1 , M~ and the function N 2 complimentary to the function Ma in the sense 
of Young (Zaanen [14, pp. 76]) satisfy the so called A 2 condition [9, pp. 24] 
i.e., there exists a finite real number cJ > 0 so that 2VI~(2u) ~< a'M~(u) 
i = 1, 2, and N2(2u) ~ a'N~(u) for all u >~ 0). 
A result analogous of that of Lemma 1 is given in the following 
LEMMA 2. Suppose there exists a real number fi ~ 0 and a real-valued 
measurable function g ~ LM~(Ro) so that 
If(t, u)[ ~ l g(t)] + fiM~l[Ml(u)] 
and suppose the function Ma satisfy the A 2 condition as defined above. 
Then the operator f mpas LMI( Ro) into LM2( Ro) and is continuous and bounded. 
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Proof. The proof follows from Theorem 17.5 and Theorem 17.6 of 
(Krasnoselskii and Rutickii [9, pp. 174]). 
Using the above lemma we obtain the following proposition analogous to 
Proposition 1. 
PROPOSITION 3. I f  the Kernel K(t,-r) is measurable on the triangle 
0 ~ z <~ t < oe and satisfies the property that 
t 
/~(t) A sup f K(t,-r)u('r)dz eLu~(Ro) 
Ptfu,M2)~ 1 0 
(where p,(u, M2) = f~ ]142( ] u(z)[) dT) and f satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 2, 
then the operator A = K f  maps LM~(Ro) into itself and that it is completely 
continuous on LMI ( Ro). 
Proof. The proof follows from similar arguments as in Proposition 1 
using the fact that since both M~ and N 2 satisfy A~ condition (an assumption) 
LM2 is a reflexive Banach space (Zaanen [14, Theorem 7, pp. 158]). Therefore, 
a bounded subset of LM~ is weakly compact. The only notable difference in 
the proof is that the expression (2.6) is replaced by 
If lim ]] y~ -- Yo []M~ = lim sup [y,~(t) -- yo(t)]v(t) dt (2.6) m~oo ~z-~oo p(v, N1)~l  0 
where N 1 is the function complimentary to the function M 1 and 
p(v, Ni) = f Ni( I v(t)]) dt. 
0 
Let v o ~ {v ~LN1 : p(v, N1) ~ 1} be chosen so that 
co co 
sup f [y~n(t) --yo(t)]v(t) dt = f (y,~(t) -- yo(t))vo(t) dt. 
P(v,NI>~I 0 0 
Clearly, (y~(t) -- yo(t)) ~LI(Ro) and that [y.~(t) -- yo(t)]Vo(t) --~ 0 a.e. on Ro, 
and j(y~(t) --yo(t))Vo(t)[ <~ (all 4-I[ Zo ]lM2) t R(t)Vo(t)]. Since/~(t) GLMI(Ro) ,
I~(t)vo(t ) ~LI(Ro) and we have all the conditions for Lebesgue dominated 
convergence theorem to hold. Thus, we have lim~_~ []y ,~-  Y0 IIM 1 : 0. 
This completes the sketch of the proof. 
Combining Lemma 2 and Proposition 3 and Schauder fixed-point theorem, 
we obtain the following result. 
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PROPOSITION 4. For an arbitrary but fixed r E (0, ~),  suppose the ball 
S~ -- {x eLM~(Ro) :U x ]'~M~  r} is given and let supxes" II Ax 11~ : a(r). 
Suppose the feedback gain A, of the system T satisfying the hypotheses of the 
Lemma 2 and Proposition 3, is such that O(r) : r --  ] A la(r) > 0. 
Then, for every u* c S o CLM~(Ro) , 0 < O(r), the system T has at least one 
solution x* ~ Sr CLM~(Ro) and that the output y* -- Ax* ~L~I(Ro) and the 
system T is locally Orlicz-Stable. 
For the modified system T', a stronger esult like that of Corollary 1 holds. 
COROLLARY 2. For the system T', suppose 
t 
K°(t) A sup 1(  K°(t, ~)v(~) d~ ~LM~(Ro) 
Pt(~,M2)~I °0  
and is bounded everywhere on R o and that f satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 2. 
Let S r C Lul(Ro) be a closed ball of radius r centred at the origin, and define 
X o = {x ELMI(Ro) : limt_.~ x(t) exists, and lim,_~, I x(t)l = 0}. Then if the 
input u ~ So(~) (3 X o (Proposition 4), the corresponding solution Xo* c S,  (q X o 
and the output Yo E X o . 
Remarks. It is interesting to mention that in the case of strongly nonlinear 
systems, as considered in this paper, Lipschitz conditions or the so-called 
sector conditions are not satisfied in general. I f  the funct ionf appearing in the 
description of the system T satisfies only the conditions tated in Lemmas 1, 2, 
it is not possible to impose a sector condition and, consequently, Propositions 2
and 4 give sufficient conditions for only local stability in the sense of L~ 
or Orlicz spaces. 
In fact, given the system T with f and K satisfying only the properties as 
stated in Lemma 1 and Proposition 1 or Lemma 2 and Proposition 3, the 
only choice left to the designer is the value of the feedback gain factor A. 
The strength of nonlinearity even dictates the maximal class of inputs that is 
admissible. 
Thus it is more appropriate to express the stability criterion of a system in 
terms of certain admissibility criterion. Precisely, corresponding to a given 
system T, the quadruple {T, V, V~, V0} is said to be admissible if there 
exists a nonempty (in general) linear topological vector space V and two 
nonempty input and output classes V~, V 0 C V so that the map T : V i ~ V o 
is defined. 
Thus, for the feedback control system T (discussed in the paper) w i th f  and 
K satisfying only the conditions of Lemma 1 and Proposition 1, the quadruple 
{T, L~,(Ro) , So, Sa} is admissible. Similarly, if f and K satisfy only the 
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hypotheses of Lemma 2and Proposition 3,then the quadruple {T, JLm1(Ro) , 
So, Sa} is admissible. The  sets So and Sa ~ dSr  are contained in the 
appropriate space. 
CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we presented sufficient conditions for L~(p >/ 1) and Orlicz 
stability of a class of strongly nonlinear single loop feedback control systems. 
These results are also true for mult iple loop feedback systems. The  quest ion 
of Orlicz stability of nonlinear feedback systems with Volterra series in the 
forward path is an open problem to the author. 
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